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Critique Of Foreign Aid Toward
A consortium of charities will reportedly pledge more than £100 million to help make up for the
Government’s aid reduction.
Criticism of foreign aid cuts grows as philanthropists step in
Despite passionate speeches from Conservative rebels, the government won the vote on overseas
development aid spending - and the consequences could be far-reaching.
Foreign aid: Rishi Sunak used the threat of tax rises to spook rebels - acquiring a
significant new political weapon in the process
Letters: Readers respond to the Conservative party’s plan to slash £4bn from the overseas aid
budget ...
The figures show just how mean this foreign aid cut is
The Government has won its vote on cuts to foreign aid, and the introduction of a new 'double lock'
system despite widespread anger among its backbenchers.
Boris Johnson wins foreign aid vote despite Tory rebellion
Suppose we accept the intriguing premise that ‘health is politics by other means’, as the sociologist
Alondra Nelson has argued. What does this mean for global health? We might first extrapolate
along ...
Global health is dead; long live global health! Critiques of the field and its future
Cuba may be reaching the end of its search for Utopian Socialism – shop shelves are empty and
people are hungry. Ten years from now 2021 will be known as the year that the world was dragged
kicking ...
World Review: Cuba, climate change, the Taliban and foreign aid
The cuts have slashed over $5 billion from programs designed to help the world's poorest.
Conservatives say the reduction is temporary, critics say it will cost lives.
UK lawmakers vote to keep controversial foreign aid cuts
A diesel cargo sent by Mexico's state-run Pemex [was] due to arrive in Cuba's Havana port on
Monday, according to Refinitiv Eikon data and ...
Humanitarian Aid: Mexico Sends Fuel Tanker to Cuba
Rebel Tories fail to reverse foreign aid cut as PM to meet social media firms - Follow here for the
latest updates ...
Boris Johnson news – live: Rebel Tories fail to reverse foreign aid cut as PM to meet
social media firms
British lawmakers voted Tuesday to support a contentious cut to the U.K.’s foreign aid budget, a
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move that has slashed billions from programs helping some of the world’s poorest people. The
decision ...
UK lawmakers vote to back contentious foreign aid cut
Zere Sew July 19, 2021 Looking into the American Foreign Policy of the last 25 years, the United
States of America has completely lost its ...
The putrefaction of the American Foreign Policy
Bolton West and Atherton MP, Chris Green. Former prime minister Theresa May was one of 24
Tories to join opposition parties in voting against the cut, warning that some of the wor ...
Which Bolton MPs voted in favour of foreign aid cuts
British lawmakers are voting Tuesday on whether to overturn a big cut to the country’s foreign aid
budget amid criticism that the decision has slashed billions from programs helping ...
UK lawmakers to vote on contentious foreign aid cut
Yet there are important steps it can take to move Lebanon toward stability without outsized costs. A
demonstrator burns tires during a protest against mounting economic hardships, in Beirut, Lebanon
...
What America can do to save Lebanon
Three Lebanese startups won the Darwazah Center's "Data for Good- I Code for Lebanon"
hackathon by trying to solve "waste" or "leakage" in the current system of foreign aid disbursement
in Lebanon.
Darwazah Center's Hackathon Looks For Tech Solutions For Ineffective Foreign Aid
Management in Lebanon
Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte yesterday pledged to help businesses bounce back from the
COVID-19 pandemic in his final address to Congress, where he also defended his much-criticized
“drug war.
Duterte vows aid for business recovery
We won’t list them all here, but the gist will be familiar to Foreign Policy readers: From rejoining
multilateral organizations and reinvigorating alliances to donating vaccines, the Biden team has ...
Biden at Six Months: How Successful Is His Foreign Policy?
From Aidoghie Paulinus, Abuja The United Kingdom (UK), in partnership with the Government of
Kenya and the Global Partnership for ...
Education: UK, others to raise $5bn for out-of-school children
The fall of the USSR in 1991 left Cuba mired in economic crisis and increasingly vulnerable to
hostility from Washington. For the revolution to survive, it had to draw on its own domestic
legitimacy — ...
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